Introduction
This note is the summary of an exercise of using Lie algebra method to analyze third order achromats. Analytical results that reveal the dependency of the achromatic condition on the linear properties (beta function etc.) and nonlinear parameters(sextupole strength etc.) are pursued.
Only some basic knowledge of Lie algebra technique are assumed. Reviews starting from first principles are included as needed.
The concept of an achromat can he roughly described as a transport system that maps a beam from one-location to another without any change (at least in the transverse dimensions) of the beam phase space distribution. We s>udy the achromats that consisl of N identical cells. It is well known that, due to the symmetry of such a repetitive structure, many geometrical and chromatical aberrations of a beam transport systnm can be eliminated effectively [l, 81. In the Lie map language, a beam transport is represented by a symplectic map M that maps the dynamical variables X = (e, PC, y, Py, Z, 6 ) from location 0 to s, i.e. 
where fn is an n-th order homogeneous polynominal of X. In this note, we consider up to third order achromats, so we assume each cell is represented by a map M ee,, = e:g2:e:g3:e:g4: and the total map of an N-cell achrotnat is (4 Jz/1N = +:gse:gce:g4:) N = e:hz:e:h3:e:h.4:e:O(X5) : (5) Using this representation, the goal of an achromat is to obtain a map with<h, depending only on S. For example, a second order achronat has the map M = e'c62'e'd6 ' 'e'o(x ) constants determined by the achromat design. This means that the map is an identity map except for the z coordinate, which is easy to see from Eqs.(l)- (2) . Normal form technique is a powerful method to analyze the achromat problem.
Assume the one cell map Mcell = dRe'h3'e'h4'd-1, where h3,ha are the normal forms of the generators of the unit cell map, and A is the nonlinear transformation that brings Meell into its normal form; then the map of the whole system is MN = Mcell N = dRNdwl = Z, provided that we can set eZh3', eZh4', and RN to the identity (or only b dependent) maps. Therefore, the conditions to form an achromat are h3 and ha equal to zero (or 5 dependent only) and the total linear map is identity.
-In this report, we will apply these conditions to a FODO array (a simple model system) to make it an achromat. We will start from Hamiltonians and work all the way up to obtain the analytical expressions of the required sextupole and octupole strengths.
Hamiltonians for basic magnets
In order to obtain the map for a magnet, we start from the Hamiltonian. For a given Hamiltonian, _ the system evolves according to dX ds= -:H:X.
If H is independent of s as in a magnet element, we have a formal solution
X(s) = e-s~H~Xlx,x(o). (7)
So for a magnet element of length L, its Lie map is e -L'H'. In the following, we work out the Hamiltonians for single multipole magnet, pointing out various approximations as we proceed. Use the standard coordinate system with planar reference orbit and local radius p. According to Courant & Synider[3] or R. Ruth [13] , the exact Hamiltonian (in MKS units) reads
H = -e/i, -(l+ f)p[l-('" ieAx), -(py -,"A")2]i,
where A, = A'. i(1 + 3) -with A the vector potential of the magnetic field and i the unit vector along the tangential direction of the reference orbit. The canonical coordinates associated with this Hamiltonian are (2, P, , y, Py, t, , where Pz,Py are the kinetic momentum, E = dm2c4 + P2c2 is the particle energy.
We can further transform the (t, -E) coordinate into (z, PoS) via the generating function
F3(-E, z, s) = (s -z) JTE+ Paz (,) -
where PO is the reference momentum.
From this generating function we have (9) t =-$+yg,
PO6 z-E& (,) -

J=TG-P~=P-P~.
(10)
The physical meaning of the new coordinates is clear now,
% = s -pet, P -PIJ IS=-. PO (11)
The new Hamiltonian reads H(z,P,;y,P,;z,Pob) = H(d%;y,P,;t,-E)+z = -eA -{Cl+ $Nl -( p,,(l+a) P=-eA+ -(g;-.e+)2]3 -l}Pc(l+ 6).
Scale both the Hamiltonian and momentum by a constant PO, the nominal momentum of the particle, we get H,, (z,P,;y,P,;z,6) = -$-{(l+;) [l-(p" ;y;'po) 2-( Py -eA,lPo 2 1 1 + s > 1~-11(1+0 (13) Where Pz,PY are the normalized momenta with respect to PO. Up PO n! azcn and j, = ---e l d"Bz(o,o) , PO n! dx" (15) which are easy to show using B' = V x A' = %a, -!$ey. Another instructive relation is
where B is the pole tip field strength and T is the radius of the pole tips.
For dipole (sector bending magnet), p # 0, A'= -32
Insert the magnetic field potentials into HP0 we get specific Hamiltonians for sector magnet, 
We have dropped some constants from the Hamiltonians. The approximation in the above expressions is due to dropping the kinematic nonlinear effect terms, which appear in the fourth or higher order.
The Hamiltonians of Eqs.(lS), (17)- (18) are rigorous in 6-D phase space.
However, P, = (1 + 6)~' # x', Py = (1 + S)y' # y' in this case, which is often an inconvenience.
To deal with this, we can normalize the Hamiltonian H and momentum with respect to the particle momentum P instead of the nominal momentum
PO, and get new Hamiltonians as
Hp (z, P, ; y, Py; z, Po (l + 6) Where P,,P, are the P normalized momentum.
Similar to Eqs. (17)- (18), we have the Hamiltonians for sector magnet, -even though they give the same results for the other 5 dimensions (2, P, , y, Py, 6) . Therefore, the maps based on HP should be good for these 5 dimensions but not for z, which is sufficient for many applications.
Further reduction of Hamiltonians via the introduction of 8 = & is often very useful [ll] . This significantly simplifies the 6 dependency.
3
Linear map from a general quadratic form Hamiltonian
This section describes a method to obtain the linear map from a Hamiltonian with general quadratic form. Although the linear maps for all standard magnets are well known, the method presented here may be useful for calculating the linear maps when various linear couplings exist among the phase space coordinates.
Any quadratic form can be written as f2 = -$XFX with F a symmetric matrix, which is positive definite when the motion is stable, X is the vector consisting of the phase space coordinates, and -means transpose. Due to A. Dragt [4] , t i is well known that the second order homogeneous polynominal f2 as a generator gives a linear map e' 'fa'. How can we calculate the map given a general quadratic Hamiltonian ? First thought is to calculate it via the power series definition e:f2: = 1+ : fi : +; : fi :2 +$:fi:3+...
Apply this series to the dynamical variable X = (2, P,, y, Py, z, 6) and using,
:f2:X=SFX (23)
where S is the fundamental symplectic matrix with (-Y h) as diagonal blocks. This way one can calculate up to any order terms in principle and may sum them up. This is the most straight forward method that is applicable to a general (linear as well as nonlinear) map. The problem with this approach is that the series, Eq.(22), d oes not terminate (for a second order generator, all terms are even in the same order of X). So a summation of infinite series has to be performed in order to obtain a closed form expression, which is not always trivial although practically done for all standard magnets. Another way is via the Hamilton-Cayley theorem for matrices [2] . From
Eqs. (22)- (23), we basically need to calculate the exponential matrix esF of a Hamiltonian matrix -SF. See the reference [2] for details. The method described here relies on a basic theorem of matrix theory. Any square matrix A is similar to a Jordan form J, the simplest form in the family of matrixes that are similar to A. Ji is just the eigenvalue).
The rank of such irreducible block is determined by the structure of eigenvector space associated with the degenerate eigenvalue A. In non-degenerate cases, J is just a diagonal matrix.
Here we are interested in a special type of matrix which can be factorized as SF. The Jordan form as well as the eigen-spectrum of such Hamiltonian matrixes has special features:
1. If X is an eigenvalue, so are -A, A*, and -A*.
2. For non-zero eigenvalues, their Jordan blocks are diagonal even if there are degeneracy.
The proof for the first statement is simple, noticing that
-Therefore X and -A must appear in pair. The appearance of A* is due to the fundmental algebra theorem.
In fact, P(X) must be formed by factors like A4 -2(a2 -b2)X2 + (a2 + b2) 2, X2 -a2, or X2 + a2. (26) To prove the second statement, first notice that,
Thus, -j is similar to J. Here the minus sign is special, although it is generally true that J" and J are similar to each other. Based on this observation, one can prove the second statement, for example, by solving BJ = -JB straightforwardly.
With the knowledge of the Jordan form of a Hamiltonian matrix, the linear map can be calculated according to
while eJ is easy to calculate due to the simple Jordan form.
For diagonal cases, it is simply eJ = diag [exl, eXZ,. . .I. For the non-diagonal n by n blocks, notice that its n-th power is the null matrix.
Thus, simple Taylor expansion will terminate in a few terms and each term is easy to calculate.
Therefore, we can calculate any linear map matrix eSF in 6-D phase space as long as the Jordan decomposition is done. Jordan decomposition of a matrix is a well studied problem. Standard procedures are available, especially symbolic calculation routines exist in, for example, Mathematics software [l'l] . The method described here is closely related to the method using Hamilton-Cayley theorem in the sense that both methods take advantage of the eigenstructure of the matrix SF. It is also useful in solving the reverse problem, from a matrix to find its generator.
As examples, here are two non-conventional maps which can be calculated easily using the described algorithm.
One is the angular-momentum operator 
Nonlinear map and factorization
Having described the calculation of the linear map for a given quadratic Hamiltonian, we review the calculation of the nonlinear map of a polynominal Hamiltonian as well as map factorization and truncation following A. Dragt and E. Forest[G] . Although the exponential map emstH' contains all information of a dynamical system in the most concise form and guarantees the symplecticity of the map, we often do need the Taylor map of the system for tracking or understanding some physics, even though a Taylor map usually has to be truncated up to a certain order and may not be symplectic after the truncation. A general approach to obtain a Taylor map from a Lie map is to factorize the Lie map into a series of Lie maps as Eq. (3).
Then calculate the linear map as described above and every nonlinear map using power series expansion as Eq. (22 
(35)
From a series of maps to get the total map is the process of map concatenation, which is the subject of the next section.
Effective Hamiltonian and concatenation of maps
As mentioned in the last section, in general, we often need to concatenate a series of maps to obtain a-single map. In fact, there are two issues. One is to calculate the total truncated Taylor map, the other is to obtain an effective Hamiltonian for the total Lie map. Since
the first issue is no more than a series of coordinate transformations, each corresponding to one of the factor maps. The number of terms and their orders increase rapidly in this process, truncation is necessary to keep it under control, nonetheless it is straightforward.
To obtain the effective Hamiltonian is harder. It can be done via similarity transformations and BGH formula . It is basically the reverse of factorization.
Here the goal is to find a series {h,} 
Resonance basis
Up till new, we discussed how to calculate the Lie map as well as the Taylor map of a transport line up to 4-th Hamiltonian order in the dynamical variables starting from the basic vector potentials .
of the magnetic fields of element magnets. Before working on the achromat, we will discuss one more tool that will be used to analyze the Lie map and obtain the conditions to form achromats.
Although the method is quite general, here our description is somewhat specific to our case: an achromat consisting of repetitive unit cells with map MN = (Re'h3'e'h4')Ne'o(X")'.
As we have shown the power of Jordan form in matrix theory, essentially the same idea leads to the resonance basis and normal form analysis of a Lie map. For linear maps, they are actually the same thing.
The key idea is to reduce the map to a form which is as simple as possible using similarity transformations. Note that a similarity transformation corresponds to coordinate transformation which is not essential to the dynamics we are interested in, while a reduced simpler map is much easier to handle and understand.
In this note we consider a system with mid-plane symmetry and no linear x-y coupling. The linear transformation matrix from the end of a unit cell to a location s inside the unit cell can be parameterized with Twiss parameters as [2] R(s) =
and $,,Y(s) are the betatron phase advances from location 0 to s. Since we are interested in a repetitive structure, the Twiss parameters at both ends of the unit cell should be equal and the linear map R of the cell reads I cos ,uL, + cr, sin pL2.
-yx sin px cos px -cy, sin pZ The results obtained will be the same.
Notice that the x and y blocks of N is a simple rotation, so we can further reduce the Hamiltonian via the action angle transformation as 5 = msin+,, 2% = &zcosth g = asin$,, py = &ycosd,
Using the new dynamical variables dz,y and Jz,Y, the linear map generator h2 is reduced to a very simple form h2 = -pL, a, ti2 (45) One can define the eigenmodes of : h2 : as labcd,e >,
a, b, c, d, e 2 0 a+b+c+d+e=n
where CIbed e are constants depending on the lattice parameters.
We will see their role later Combine the two transformations of Eqs. (42) and (44) 
This transformation is for the phase space at a given location. Assuming it is at the end of the unit cell, then /3X = a(O), a, = as (O) , etc. Th e q uantities in Eq.(38) require phase space variables at various locations, i.e. we need to transform the dynamical variables from the end to a location s via Eq.(40).
This can be combined with the above normal form transformation of Eq.(49) and get
PY(S) = j/$@cos(Oy + Icl,(s>> -ay(s) Sin(4, + lcly(s))) which is the expected result. X(s) z RN-~ X is the quantity to be used in calculating the effective Hamiltonian.
Since we need to transform a large number of various homogeneous polynominals into the resonance basis, the following identities can significantly reduce the amount of calculations. Their 10 proofs are straightforward:
where C.C. means complex conjugate of the previous term. Of course they apply to y dimension -also.
ax3 + bx2P, + CXP," + dPz = [(3r& -2bcr, + cy,)~ + (b,& -~CCY, + 3dy,)qL]Js6
+i(Z&)-4 [-3a,@ + b,@(3a, -i) -c&(3a, + i)(az -i) + 3d,$y,(cu, -i)]J>e'(@-+@=I + C.C. +i(2~z)-~[a/3~ -b,@(az -i) + c,&(cI, -i)" -d(a, -i)3]Jjei3('f'=+q=) + C.C. +(Wc)-l{ [-3a,@ + WL(a, -i) -c(a2 -i)2]r],+ [-b/3: + k&(az -i) -3d(a, -i)2]qL } Jzed2(+=+q=)S + C.C. +i(2/3;c)-"{ [-3a/L + b(a, -i)]~: + 2[-b,& + c((Y, -i)]q,q;+ [-c/h + 3d(a, -i)]qL2 }&e"(@=+@f)62 + C.C.
+(a$ + bqz& + cr],r~L~ + dqL3)b3 (52)
In the 4-th order, we write down only those terms which are independent of the phases cSz,yr since we do not use the other terms while they become messy:
ax4 + bx3P, + cx"P," + dxPz + eP2 = %[c@-b,&cYr + c(c$ + $) -da,y, + ey2] J," +[(WL -36% + cy,)$ + (SW, -4 tax + 3dyz)q5& + (4 -3da, + 6ey,)d2] J,S2 +(a~: + b$?qb + c$qL2 + dy,d3 + eqL4)S4 +function(&) (53)
Using Eqs. (49)- (53) we are able to decompose the generators into resonance basis efficiently. In fact, identities similar to Eqs. (51)- (53) b u in 3-D instead of 1-D are used in most of our calculat tions .
A very useful feature of the resonance basis is that the Poisson bracket of two resonance basis can be expressed as -l,bl+bz-l,cl+c2,dl+d2,el+e2>+ i(clda-czdl)la~+az,bl+bz,cl+c2-11,dl+d2-1,el+e2 > [labcd,e>,x]=-&{ulu -l,b,c,d,e>+bla,b-l,c,d,e>} [labcd, e >, Pz] 
Also a few more resonance terms may appear for special cases. See reference [8] for details.
Second order achromats
Up till now, we described the methods to be used to work out an achromat. In the following, we consider a basic system consisting of repetitive thin lens FODO cells with thick sector bending magnets filling the drift spaces and thin sextupoles and octupoles are inserted to correct the chromatic and geometric aberrations.
The unit cell layout looks like are used in our calculation.
Where R is the bending radius, L the total dipole length of each half cell; fs is the focal length of a quadrupole; X, and 0, are the s-th integrated sextupole and octupole strengths.
The linear lattice of such a system is well known, we assume the Twiss parameters as well as dispersion functions are known.
Using Eq.(34) f o section 4, the nonlinear generators of each element reads
x"(P2 + P,") -i sin k sin +$ xPz(P," + P,") -# (30s~ 2 sin 6 P,"(P," + P,") 
The quantities in the summations are evaluated at the two quadrupoles in C,,, and at the ends of the two dipoles in w,,~ respectively.
In the limit of weak bending, we can expand w~,~ in terms of ~1 = g and get the leading term as 
To form a second order achromat, set C, = 0 and C, = 0, we get a set of linear equations for Xr and AZ, which has solution The first terms in the solution are the donimant terms. w, and wy are due to the finite thickness of the bending magnets.
Normally they are small. Note that the leading terms are proportional to the inverse of the dispersion function and the focal length of the quardrupoles.
These shows clearly the well known fact that sectupoles work better in area with large dispersion(more exactly, Q& instead of qz only). Moreover, a strong focusing system needs strong sextupole to correct its chromaticities.
We can also express the sextupole strengths explicitly in terms of the lattice parameters as 
Third order achromats
The third order calculation is in principle the same as the second order except that it is much harder. We have to use Mathematics to do most of the algebras. In this section, we report the third order result without calculation details.
As for the second order, we assume no resonance nearby. Therefore we can write the normal form of the third order generator for a unit cell as: ha = Cz,J," + GyJz.Jy + C,,J," + CmiJd2 + CydJyb2 + Ccd4 We do not present the exact expressions of w*+ because they contain a couple of hundred terms and are difficult to read (the results are available).
Next order terms (unformatted) are included in the appendix. It is necessary to take the next order into account for w& and Wyd. After including the next order terms, these approximate forms have very good accuracy. The analytical form reveals the complicated dependency on linear lattice as well as nonlinear parameters, which are instructive information for the design of achromats. Although the exact results are too complicated to be presented here, they _ are good for practical calculations.
Computer files containing these coefficients are available from the authors.
To obtain the required octupole strengths, simply set the five coefficients C,, in Eq.(68) equal to zero and solve the five linear equations.
The existence of solution depends on a nonzero determinant of the coefficient matrix of octupole strengths 0,, which are determined by the beta and dispersion functions at the locations of those octupoles. A general form of solution will not be useful due to its complexity. In the following, we present a specific solution with the octupole layout as shown in Fig. 1, i .e. two octupoles are following the two sextupoles and the other three at i, $, and $ of the two bending magnets. In this case, the octupole strengths reads Eq. (70) contains leading terms only. The next order in ~1 and ~2 may be necessary and is available from the authors.
Conclusion remarks
Our analytical results on the second and third order achromats show explicitly the sextupole and octupole strengths required to form an achromat for a given repetitive FODO structure working away from resonances. The dependency on the linear lattice and nonlinear parameters that revealed in this report should be useful for achromat designs.
Numerical examples calculated using our results are checked with MARYLIE, and they agree with each other very well (see appendix).
No approximation (up to forth Hamiltonian order) is used in our calculation following the single element Hamiltonians.
However, the Hamiltonians include thin lens approximation for the . multipoles and neglect any fringe fields. These approximations may affect the accuracy of our resuits, especially at the third order. Non-perfect repetitive symmetry due to field errors will affect the result also [8] . [6] )/4 -(3*L*S2*alphax [6] *betax[3lA(l/2)*betay [3] *Csc[mux/2]*ga~ax [6] )/ (E*betax [0] "(1/2)) -(3*S2*betax [0] "(1/2)*betax [3] "(1/2)*betay [3] * Csc[mux/2l*gammax [6] )/4 + (L*S2*betax [3] *gammay [l] )/8 t (L*S2*alphax [3] 
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